Today in Georgia History
September 10, 1836
Joseph Wheeler

Suggested Readings


Jonathan D. Sarris, *A Separate Civil War: Communities in Conflict in the Mountain South* (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2006).


Arlington National Cemetery: [http://www.arlingtoncemetery.net/jwheeler.htm](http://www.arlingtoncemetery.net/jwheeler.htm)

September 10, 1836: Joseph Wheeler

15th Corps crossing the Saluda River
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Arlington, Joe Wheeler statue
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Confederate flag, A2400-001
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Death Mask of Joseph Wheeler, profile, Artifact Collection, A-1361-269
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Joseph Wheeler
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Joseph Wheeler in a carriage
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Joseph Wheeler with daughters
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Joseph Wheeler with family
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Old Academic Building West Point, ARC Identifier 526491
National Archives Still Picture Records Section, Special Media Archives Services Division (NWCS-S),
National Archives at College Park, 8601 Adelphi Road, College Park, MD, 20740-6001. NAIL Control Number: NWDNS-111-B-2297. Series: Mathew Brady Photographs of Civil War-Era Personalities and Scenes, compiled 1921 - 1940, documenting the period 1860 - 1865.
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Wheeler on a Horse in Battle
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Wheeler as West Point Student
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Wheeler at age 28
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Thirty-six star flag
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Wheeler's former home, 1730 New Hampshire Avenue NW
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